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ABSTRACT

The investigation data of the formation peculiarities of oxide films on the Ti6A14V alloy in tartaric acid solutions have been given. It is shown that the behavior of alloy forming dependences is conditioned by the anode current density. At \( j_a < 0.5 \, \text{A} \cdot \text{dm}^{-2} \) the continuous oxide film is not formed on the alloy surface and the preset value of the final voltage on the cell is not reached. With an increase in \( j_a > 0.5 \, \text{A} \cdot \text{dm}^{-2} \), alloy forming dependences show a linear behavior that is indicative of the formation of low porous films. In these conditions, the oxide film formation rate is in direct proportion to the value of \( j_a \). The electrochemical oxidation of Ti6A14V alloy in tartaric acid solutions results in the formation of interference-colored oxide films. The oxide film ultimate thickness and color are defined by the preset voltage and are independent of the current density and electrolyte concentration. The isolating properties of obtained films were studied by way of the cathode polarization of oxidized specimens in the sulfate copper-plating electrolyte. The research done allows us to make a conclusion that electrochemical copper deposition is a convenient tool for the detection of defective spots in oxide films. It is shown that due to the specific features of the reduction kinetics of Cu\(^{2+} \) ions on the oxidized titanium it is reasonable to use for the studies the initial sections of polarization dependences that correspond to \( \Delta E = 0.2-0.25 \, \text{V} \). The alloy polarization dependences allow us to establish unavailability of apparent dependences between the oxidation current density, the electrolyte concentration, the cell final voltage value and the polarization that occurs during the Cu\(^{2+} \) ion reduction. The anodic connection of copper-coated specimens conditions the reversible dissolution of a greater portion of the specks of copper deposits. It is indicative of the electron conduction of film defects. The obtained data allow us to vary the electrolysis parameters in a wide range with no significant influence of the treatment mode of Ti6A14V alloy on the quality of oxide coatings.
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INTRODUCTION

Titanium and titanium alloys are used by different technologies to manufacture the items that combine a high specific strength with a low weight and chemical stability [1, 2]. Pure titanium is a ductile and soft metal therefore titanium alloys are in high demand. Titanium alloys are widely used for the fabrication of medical implants. In this case, a mechanical strength of the material is of great importance, because the implants are exposed to variable loadings. The titanium alloy Ti6A14V (VT6) is attributed to such materials with acceptable processing properties [3]. Its drawback is that it can be subjected to the corrosion failure when placed for the operation inside the physiological body environment. The corrosion results in the surface damage of implants and the spalling of metal particles that may result in the inflammatory processes of tissues. Providing the biocompatibility of implants for the fast growth of bone tissue around the implant and eliminating clinical side effects after the osteo-integration is also of great importance. To impart the biocompatibility and increased corrosion resistance the surface of titanium materials is modified by the formation of ceramic, phosphate or oxide coatings. The latter method is the most widely spread, because it enables the formation of the films of a preset thickness on the items of any configuration [4, 5]. From the standpoint of the electrochemical activity of titanium implants, the properties of oxide films are of interest for the prediction of their corrosion resistance in the physiological body environment. It is known that in addition to the composition, the protective properties of oxide films are also defined by their porosity and thickness. A thickness of the film obtained using the electrochemical method is defined by the potential value; the porosity is defined by the type of electrolyte, the electrolysis mode and the alloy composition. In the case of oxide films applied onto titanium materials, the main corroding factor is the defects that disturb the oxide film continuity. The corrosion of titanium materials with the ideal oxide coating should be a minimum due to a high ohmic resistance of TiO\(_2\).

Many scientific papers are devoted to the studies of the protective properties of films deposited onto titanium. For example, the protective properties of oxide
films applied onto titanium oxidized in H$_2$SO$_4$ were studied in the scientific paper [6]. It is shown that the oxide films obtained in the potentiostatic mode provide an increased corrosion resistance for the pure titanium of a TA2 grade. An increase in the oxidation voltage improves the corrosion resistance of oxide. The electrochemical behavior of medical alloys Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-6Al-7Nb and Ti13Nb-13Zr was studied in the scientific paper [7] to evaluate their corrosion resistance in the physiologic solution. Polarization measurements showed that the studied materials are characterized by low corrosion current densities that are indicative of the passive state of studied alloys. The influence of the treatment mode of materials on the corrosion properties of films was not studied. The scientific paper [8] studies the influence of oxide films on the corrosion behavior of Ti-3Mo alloy. It is shown that the anodizing results in the formation of semiconducting films that are characterized by the electrochemical stability in the internal environment. The data were obtained for the specimens oxidized in phosphate acid solutions. The electrochemical behavior of Ti-6Al-4V alloy in the physiological solution was studied in the scientific paper [9]. The purpose of this research was to estimate the corrosion resistance of alloy. Low corrosion current values were obtained for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in comparison to those of magnesium alloy AZ91D that is indicative of the typical passive behavior of titanium. The scientific paper [10] delves into the corrosion behavior of Ti-15Mo alloy in chloride solutions with the different concentrations of F ions that was studied using the methods of potentiodynamic, impedance and chronocoulometry. The research data show a strong dependence of the corrosion resistance of alloy on the concentration of F ions in the electrolyte. The corrosion of medical titanium alloy Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn in the 0.9 % NaCl solution was studied in [11]. The electrochemical corrosion behavior was studied using the method of potentiodynamic polarization curves and the MottSchottky method. It is shown that the protective film structure depends on the alloy treatment mode. An effect of the alloy oxidation mode was not studied. The anode oxide films that were obtained on pure titanium in 1M sulfuric and phosphate acids were studied in [12]. It is shown that an increase in the forming voltage conditions results in an increase in the corrosion resistance of oxide films. The films obtained in the phosphate acid are more resistant in comparison to those obtained in sulfuric acid due to a lower electrolyte corrosivity. The scientific paper [13] is devoted to the studies of the corrosion resistance of titanium and nitinol anodized in the acetic acid and Ti6Al-7Nb anodized in the physiological solution. It was established that the formation of TiO$_2$ on the surface of specimens resulted in a significant increase in the polarization resistance and a decrease in the corrosion current density. The corrosion behavior of Ni-Ti and TiNb-Sn alloys in chloride solutions was studied in [14] using the methods of potentiometry and electrochemical impedance. Corrosion potential values are indicative of the fact that Ni-Ti and Ti-Nb-Sn alloys are exposed to the spontaneous passivation due to the spontaneously formed oxide film. The electrochemical impedance of all the specimens has a high value and it is increased at the exposure to the action of chloride solutions that is indicative of improved corrosion resistance of oxide film. The influence of bromide ions on the passive state indices of anodized titanium was considered in the scientific paper [15]. It was shown that availability of bromine ions conditions the origin of point breakdowns of oxide films and it can be used for the formation of films with the ordered structure. Corrosion properties of titanium with the mixed boron and metal coating were studied using the spectra of electrochemical impedance [16]. The anode polarization that lasted for about 240 hours resulted in higher capacitance and reaction resistance values for the specimens made of titanium materials with the mixed coating. The scientific paper [17] studies the influence of a long-term anodizing on the properties of oxide formed on the Ti-6Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V alloy. It is established that the oxide layer formation passes through the stages of formation of compact inner layer and porous outer layer. The passive properties of films were not studied. The paper [18] studies the influence of the layer thickness on the corrosion resistance of Ti6Al4V alloy. The behavior of the specimens exposed to the polarization and corrosion potentials have been studied. It is established that the anodizing of Ti6Al4V alloy results in the improvement of its corrosion characteristics, however, an increase in the forming voltage degrades the corrosion properties of films. The porous oxide films that were obtained using the method of electrochemical anodizing in the fluoride electrolyte were studied in [19]. It is established that the corrosion and the disposition to the pitting are decreased in the case of alloy anodizing. According to the research described in [18], the anodizing in the alkaline bath was used for the formation of interference-colored films on pure titanium. The obtained data show that compact and uniform films consisted of TiO$_2$ and Ti$_3$O$_5$ and had a good adhesion and high corrosion resistance. Thus, the review of the research done allows us to draw a conclusion on the insufficient amount of data relating to the influence of electrolysis mode on the insulating properties of oxide films obtained using the method of electrochemical oxidation in the solutions of carboxylic acids. The research done in this field will be a precondition for the development of the controlled method of the formation of films with preset properties. The purpose of this research was to study the influence of the electrolysis mode on the insulating properties of oxide films obtained on the Ti6Al4V alloy in tartaric acid solutions. Investigation objectives:
- establishing the influence of 
est electrolysis parameters on the formation of 
oxide films at the anode polarization of 
Ti6Al4V alloy in tartaric acid solutions;
- establishing the influence of the oxidation mode 
on the insulation properties of the films obtained 
using the method of electrochemical copper 
decoration.

METHODS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The oxidation was performed in galvanostatic mode 
resetting the cell voltage in the range of 10 to 100 
V using the power supply source of a B5-50 type (Russia). 
The voltage was measured by Keithley-2000 multimeter 
(the USA). The alloy plates of 70x20x5 mm were used as 
the specimens. The specimens were grinded using the 
emery paper and degreased in the Na₂CO₃ suspension with 
the subsequent etching in the HNO₃ and HF mixture (3:1). 
The specimens were rinsed with water between the 
operations. The cup of 250 ml made of chemically 
resistant glass was used as a cell. The electrolyte 
temperature was equal to 20 °C. To prevent the heating of 
electrolyte by the current the cup was placed into the 
crystallizer with the volume of 5 l filled with water. The 
lead was used as an additional electrode. The electrolysis 
time was defined by the preset voltage \( U \). A signal to the 
process termination was the actuation of the relay 
switching the power supply source from the direct current 
mode to the d.c. voltage mode.

Electrochemical decoration was performed by 
way of the cathode polarization of oxidized specimens in the 
sulfate electrolyte of the following composition, g dm\(^{-3}\): CuSO\(_4\)-5H₂O - 100, H₂SO₄ - 50. Cathode polarization 
dependences were obtained in the potentiodynamic mode 
\( u_i = 10 \text{ mV s}^{-1} \) using the potentiostat PI-50-1 (Belorussia). 
The electrode potential sweep was performed in the range of 
\( E_{st} \) to \( E_l = (-0.4)(-0.8) \) V. From the standpoint of research, the sections of dependences corresponding to the 
electrode polarization of 0.2 to 0.25 V were of interest. 
The reference electrode was the chloride-silver electrode 
EVL-1M1 (Belorussia). The potentials on the curves are 
given in the scale of this electrode.

To do the research the reagents of analytical grade 
were used.

RESEARCH DATA OBTAINED FOR THE FORMATION PROCESSES AND INSULATING PROPERTIES OF OXIDE FILM ON THE Ti6Al4V ALLOY

Studying the formation of TiO\(_2\) in tartaric acid 
solutions at the anode polarization

Carbon acid-based electrolytes are used for the 
formation of interference-colored oxide films [5]. In the 
case of formation of low-porous oxides in C\(_4\)H\(_6\)O\(_6\) 
solutions that have a weak etching effect with regard to 
TiO\(_2\) we expect a linear increase in the cell voltage in the 
galvanostatic oxidation mode. This assumption is 
confirmed by experimental data. Ti6Al4V alloy forming 
dependences (Figure-1) show that the anode current density \( j_a \) has a decisive influence on the oxidation 
procedure. At \( j_a = 0.2 \) to 0.5 A dm\(^{-2}\) the dependences have a 
nonlinear character and these are often not reproduced 
(Figures 1, 1 and 2). At \( j_a = 0.2 \) A dm\(^{-2}\) the preset value of 
\( U \) is not achieved and it can be explained as follows: the 
electrochemical metal oxidation contributes to an increase 
in the film thickness and in the cell \( U \) value due to a high 
ohmic resistance of TiO\(_2\) (\( p = 10^{13} \text{ Ohm m} \)). 
Simultaneously, TiO\(_2\) interacts chemically with electrolyte 
components and this interaction results in a decreased film 
thickness and resistance, accordingly. The horizontal plato 
in the dependence 1 in the Figure-1 is indicative of the stationary process at which the TiO\(_2\) formation rate is 
equal to that of its chemical dissolution. At \( j_a = 0.5 \) A dm\(^{-2}\) 
(Figures 1, curve 2), we observe the origination of plato 
after which a gradual increase in the voltage is observed 
with the final yield of the preset \( U \) value. An increase in \( j_a \) 
values exceeding 1 A dm\(^{-2}\) conditions the linear character 
of the dependences (3 and 4) with the natural increase in the 
\( U \) value with an increase in the alloy oxidation rate. A 
linear shape of the dependences 3 and 4 in is indicative of 
the fact that the oxidation results in the formation of films 
with a minimum porosity that should have good protective 
properties.

Figure-1. The Ti6Al4V alloy forming dependences 
obtained in the tartaric acid solutions at \( j_a \ A \text{ dm}^{-2}: 0.2(1), 
0.5(2), 1(3), 5(4). c_A = 50 \text{ g dm}^{-3}. \) The final value of \( U = 
40 \text{ V}. \)
The color of obtained films is conditioned by the light interference at the “film-air” boundary and it is defined by the oxide thickness (Table-1).

**Table-1.** The color of obtained films is conditioned by the light interference at the “film-air” boundary and it is defined by the oxide thickness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U, V</th>
<th>Film color</th>
<th>Film thickness, μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>dark blue</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>light green</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>golden</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time \(\tau\) required for the attainment of the ultimate film thickness during the oxidation in galvanostatic mode depends only on the final \(U\) (Figure 2). The reason for this effect is that the oxidation is possible on condition of availability of a specific potential gradient in the film. The film thickness ceases to increase at reaching the potential gradient that cannot provide the passage of ions through oxide. Therefore, it is evident that in galvanostatic mode an increase in the preset forming \(U\) will contribute to the formation of a thicker film due to an increase in the amount of current flowing through the cell. The effect is independent of other process parameters and it is confirmed by the experimental data.

**Figure-2.** The dependences of \(\tau = f(U)\) obtained in galvanostatic mode during the Ti6Al4V alloy oxidation in tartaric acid: \(a\) – the dependences of \(\tau = f(U)\) obtained at \(c_A, g \cdot dm^{-3}\): 100(1), 50(2), 25(3), 10(4), 5(5); \(b\) – the dependences of \(\tau = f(U)\) obtained at \(j_A, A \cdot dm^{-2}\): 5(1), 2(2), 1(3).

The film growth is possible on condition of availability of a specified value of the voltage drop through-the-thickness of oxide that provides the motion of ions in the TiO\(_2\) lattice. A decrease in the gradient in the conditions of preset \(U\) results in the termination of oxide growth. At \(j_A = \text{const}\) an increase in \(U\) will result in an increase of the maximum thickness of oxide or the electrolysis time proportional to it [21]. The effect is independent of other process parameters and it is confirmed by the experimental data.

**Studying the insulating properties of oxide films by the method of electrochemical decoration by copper**

The insulating properties of oxide films were
studied using the method of decoration, the essence of which consists in that the oxidized specimens are exposed to the cathode polarization in the electrolyte and the reduction of its ions enables the formation of metal deposits in the film defects [22].

The typical dependences that allow for the rough estimation of film defectiveness are the polarization curves of electrochemical processes that proceed on oxidized alloy specimens.

![Cathode polarization dependences](image)

**Figure-3.** Cathode polarization dependences obtained for the oxidized Ti6Al4V alloy in the sulfate electrolyte: *a* – dependencies obtained for the specimens oxidized at $j_a = 2 \text{ A} \times \text{dm}^{-2}$ reaching the final value of $U = 40 \text{V}$. $c_A$, g×dm$^{-3}$: 5(1), 10 (2), 25 (3), 50 (4), 100 (5); *b* – the dependences obtained for the specimens oxidized at $c_A = 50 \text{ g} \times \text{dm}^{-3}$ reaching the final value of $U = 40 \text{ V} j_A$, A×dm$^{-2}$: 0.5(1), 1 (2), 1.5 (3), 2 (4), 5 (5).
Figure-4. Cathode polarization dependences obtained for the oxidized Ti6Al4V alloy in the sulfate electrolyte: a – dependences obtained for the specimens oxidized at $j_a = 2 \text{ A} \times \text{dm}^{-2}$, $c_A = 50 \text{ g} \times \text{dm}^{-3}$ reaching the final value of $U$, V: 5(1), 10(2), 30(3), 40(4), 50(5); b – the dependences obtained for the specimens oxidized at $j_a = 2 \text{ A} \times \text{dm}^{-2}$, $c_A = 50 \text{ g} \times \text{dm}^{-3}$ reaching the final value of $U$, V: 60(6), 70(7), 80(8), 90(9), 100(10).

Table-2. The correspondence between the electrolysis mode and the polarization value of $DE$ of the reduction of copper ions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxidation mode</th>
<th>$j_a = 2 \text{ A} \cdot \text{dm}^{-2}$, $U = 40 \text{ V}$</th>
<th>$c_A = 50 \text{ g} \cdot \text{dm}^{-3}$, $U = 40 \text{ V}$</th>
<th>$j_a = 2 \text{ A} \cdot \text{dm}^{-2}$, $c_A = 50 \text{ g} \cdot \text{dm}^{-3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_A$, g·dm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\Delta E$, V</td>
<td>$j_a$, A·dm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>$\Delta E$, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic conclusion that can be made based on polarization dependences consists in that a change in the oxidation mode has actually no effect on the insulating properties of oxide films obtained in tartaric acid solutions. Though, at first sight the polarization dependences obtained in changed oxidation conditions have essential differences from the standpoint of curve shapes and the value of electrode polarization, however their comparison is erroneous on the whole. It will be more appropriate to give consideration to the initial sections of dependences that correspond to $DE$ of 0.2 to 0.25 V. The reason for this is a rapid increase in the area of copper deposition on the specimen surface that conditions an extremely fast increase in the current and mately the same in all the cases. A value of the electrode polarization at the cathode reduction of copper ions is indicative of that. The electrode polarization values of $DE$ (at $j_a = 5 \text{ mA} \times \text{cm}^{-2}$) that are given in Table-2 show that the dependence between the alloy oxidation mode parameters and the copper reduction process polarization values is not observed.
distorts the data that allow us to judge about availability of oxide defects. Magnified sections of the curves shown in the insets in Figures 3 and 4 prove that the behavior of dependences for all the specimens is approximately the same, in other words approximately the same polarization values correspond to actually the same current density. Certain differences that can be seen in Figures are conditioned by a difference in the area of working electrodes and also by an insufficient number of experimental data. The processing of large data arrays would enable the generation of more averaged results. The dependences in Fig.4 also allow us to draw the same conclusion. An increase in the value of final voltage in the cell that can be achieved due to the growth of oxide in galvanostatic mode would result in the proportional increase in the film thickness. In the case of the defect-free film it would condition an increase in the electric resistance of the film of a barrier type and an increased polarization of the process of copper release on the specimens. In reality, it fails to happen and the behavior of the initial sections of polarization dependences obtained in the conditions of an increase in the preset final $U$ (Figure4 $a$ and $b$) is actually the same. A possible explanation of this effect will be given in the next section.

THE OBTAINED DATA DISCUSSIONS

The electrochemical oxidation of Ti6Al4V alloy in tartaric acid solutions results in the formation of oxide interference-colored films on the metal surface. The current density and the cell final voltage value are the main electrolysis parameters that define the growth dynamics and the limiting electrolysis time that corresponds to a maximum film thickness achieved under the given conditions. Alloy forming dependences (Figure1) are indicative of the fact that an increase in $j_a$ contributes to an increase in the oxide film growth rate. This observation is in full compliance with fundamental electrolysis laws according to which the current density conditions the electrochemical metal oxidation rate. A linear character of the dependences $U - f(t)$ at $j_a > 0.5 \text{A} \times \text{cm}^{-2}$ is indicative of the formation of low-porous oxide films whose electrical resistance is in proportion to their thickness. Such conclusion can also be drawn based on the data given in Figure-2. The thickness of oxide film formed at $j_a = \text{const}$ depends only on the value of preset final $U$. At $j_a = \text{const}$, an increase in $U$ will result in an increase in a maximum oxide thickness or the electrolysis time proportional to it. The effect must not depend on other process parameters and it is confirmed by experimental data (Figure-2 a and b). On the whole, the research data of the oxidation process of Ti6Al4V alloy keep perfectly well with the framework of the theory of the electrochemical growth of the oxide layers of a barrier type according to which the film growth is possible at availability of the specific value of potential gradient (voltage drop) in the oxide that provides the motion of ions in the TiO$_2$ lattice. An increase in the film thickness at galvanostatic oxidation results in a decrease of the potential gradient and it results in the regular oxide growth cessation in the conditions of preset $U$.

The research data obtained for the processes that proceed at the cathode polarization of oxidized specimens in the sulfate electrolyte should also be discussed. The method of electrochemical decoration is a convenient tool that allows for an easy and accurate visualization of available defects in the oxide film. The copper decoration allows for the detection of defects that can be counted using the metallographic microscope of a low magnification. The obtained data are considered to be a valuable material that allows us to define the influence of the formation conditions of oxide layer on its quality, and using the data of other investigations we can define oxidation modes for the formation of films with optimal protective properties. In addition, the decoration allows us not only to detect available defects in the oxide film but also to study their nature. The cathode connection of specimens conditions the deposition of metals in the places of disturbed oxide layer. The selection of copper for the decoration is conditioned by the convenience because the copper deposition results in the formation of colored rosy deposit that can easily be seen on the specimen surface.

To detect an effect of the oxidation mode on film insulating properties it is reasonable to consider only the initial sections of polarization dependences confining to the polarization value varied in the range of 0.2 to 0.25 V. Even at such polarization the deposition of copper occurs in the conditions of diffusion kinetics. In these conditions, the process rate is defined by the retarded stage of the delivery of copper ions to defective film spots. The fact that at the potential sweep of oxidized specimen to the cathode region, copper ions are reduced in the mode of concentration polarization is confirmed by the polarization dependence obtained for the smooth copper electrode in the same electrolyte (Figure-5). A value of the cathode current density on the site in Figure-5 is equal to 11.4 $\text{mA} \times \text{cm}^{-2}$ and this current density corresponds to a maximum admissible current density of the reduction of $\text{Cu}^{2+}$ ions. It will be natural to assume that the limiting current density in the case of oxidized electrode will be much lower due to the fact that such system can be considered as the electrode-coated with the insulating film in which defective spots will be considered as possible zones for the copper deposit appearance and growth. The total area of such sites will be much smaller than that of the smooth copper electrode, therefore it is reasonable to assume that the limiting current density on the oxidized surface will onset at lower $\Delta E$ values in comparison to that on the smooth surface. In reality, the polarization dependences in Fig. 3 and 4 show no limiting current site.
at the values of $\Delta E = 0.1$ to 0.3 V. It is governed by the fact that the cathode polarization on defect sites conditions the high values of current densities that in their turn result in a rapid development of the deposit and a decrease in the cathode polarization value.

In addition to the copper reduction, the reduction of oxide films on the alloy is possible at the cathode connection of specimens. The cathode polarization of oxidized specimens in tartaric acid solutions results in a change of color of the oxide film that is indicative of film restructuring processes. However, there is no reset to the initial gray-steel surface and the specimens remain uncolored. One more argument in favor of this assertion is the behavior of such cathode-polarized specimens in the etching solution. During the treatment, we observe a gradual change in the film color and only after the disappearance of it the metal is exposed to the etching with the release of gas bubbles. The cathode polarization of oxidized specimens in the sulfate electrolyte also results in no noticeable change in the film color. Therefore, it is evident that the oxide layer is not reduced completely. Otherwise, this process would result in the deposition of copper in the form of solid deposit. However, it was not observed during the experiment.

A similarity of the initial sections of polarization dependences given in Figures 3 and 4 can also be explained. The dependences shown in Figure-3 a and b were obtained for the specimens that were oxidized in galvanostatic mode with the final voltage value equal to 40 V. It is evident that in this case the insulating properties of films are defined by their thickness $d$ (final $U$) that is approximately the same for all the cases and a change in the acid concentration or the current density is of secondary importance. It is more difficult to explain the similarity of the curves given in Figure-4. An increase in the value of final $U$ that is reached during the electrolysis in galvanostatic mode would result in the formation of thicker films. The computation done based on the Faraday law on assumption that the oxide film consists of TiO$_2$ shows that at $U = 10$ V the film thickness is equal to approximately 0.04 to 0.05 $\mu$m and as the $U$ value is increased reaching 100 V the film thickness is varied in the range of 0.037 to 0.275 $\mu$m. It is quite possible that the decisive factor in this case is not the film thickness, but the peculiarities of its structure [27] and it requires an additional research in this field.

CONCLUSIONS

a) The formation process of oxide films on the Ti6Al4V alloy in tartaric acid solutions has been studied. Analysis of alloy-forming dependences showed that the oxidation dynamics is defined by the used current density. At $j_k < 0.5$ A×dm$^{-2}$, solid oxide films are not formed on the alloy and the preset final voltage is not reached. At $j_k > 0.5$ A×dm$^{-2}$, we observe the linear character of forming dependences. The electrochemical alloy oxidation in these conditions results in the formation of interference-colored oxide films. The limiting electrolysis time that corresponds to a maximum film thickness that can be achieved for the given conditions is...
defined by the preset $U$ value and it is independent of the electrolyte concentration and the used current density.

b) The method of electrochemical decoration was used for the investigation of the insulating properties of the films obtained on the Ti6Al4V alloy. The cathode polarization of oxidized alloy specimens in the sulfate electrolyte results in the reduction of Cu$^{2+}$ ions with the formation of the deposit on the oxide film surface in the form of individual spots. It is shown that a change in the oxidation mode, tartaric acid concentration, oxidation current density, final cell voltage has an insignificant influence on the polarization of the reduction process of copper ions in the range of $DE = 0.2\text{ to } 0.25\text{ V}$. An obvious dependence between the oxide film formation mode and the process polarization value was not established. The biasing of potential to the domain of $DE$ values that are more negative than $DE = 0.2\text{ to } 0.25\text{ V}$ conditions a rapid enlargement of the site of copper deposition and distorts the measurement data. It was established that the surface of oxidized specimens has the defects of two types. A change in the electrode polarity conditions a complete dissolution of the copper deposit on the defects of the first type; the dissolution of copper is not observed on the defects of the second type during the anode polarization. A complete reduction of the oxide film on titanium at the cathode connection is not observed.
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